Finding a network that can deliver what you need across all your sites can be a challenge. Especially when you have growing plans for digital:

- How can I cope with the extra data traffic complicated applications create?
- How can I get LAN, WAN and wireless LAN services to each of my sites?
- How can I support these services around the world?
- How can I keep everything secure?

Get the features you need in one place, all underpinned by our evolving network. And get the support you need to make it a success.

Welcome to Meraki SD-WAN.

The easy way to get more from your bandwidth

Meraki is a cloud-based network that brings all your modern services together. It’s got everything you need – LAN, wireless LAN, SD-WAN and security.

Your sites are connected through low-cost internet links. With multiple paths to manage you can use your bandwidth efficiently, without compromising on security.

It’s based in the cloud, which makes it easy to use. Just log on to your dashboard for a clear view of your entire network.

Set up new sites, or add services like guest wi-fi. Take care of any issues remotely, too.

Put simply, you’ll be able to easily manage more sites and more clients, using less of your budget.

Give your sites the network they need
SD-WAN: lower costs, improved performance

Everybody’s talking about SD-WAN. And with good reason. It’s in the cloud, which means it’s fast, flexible and secure.

How? It uses MPLS, business-grade internet and consumer-grade internet to intelligently route traffic in the most effective and cost-effective way.

It lets you prioritise your critical applications so they always use the best path.

If you have speed issues on one route, it will automatically redirect traffic so your business doesn’t slow down.

And it’s adaptable, so you’ll get a network that fully supports you now, and puts you ahead of the game for the future.

BT and Cisco, working in harmony

We’ve been combining our strength and Cisco’s technology for decades. And that means we’ve got the experience to get it right for your business. It starts with the personal support of our named Meraki experts:

- **Bespoke design** – we’ll work with you to find the right features for your business
- **Smooth build** – we’ll set up the platform and underlying network, order and install services and let you know when it’s live
- **Proactive monitoring** – we’ll fix faults quickly and replace equipment if needed
- **Continued support** – we’ll keep checking to see if there are any ways we can make your network better.

We offer a mix of IP and 3G/4G/5G technology as well as internet services in over 198 countries or territories across the globe.

If you prefer, you can build up your existing network. We can create hybrid networks using connectivity from our best-of-breed cloud partners, including AWS, Microsoft and Salesforce. We can also deliver the essential services you need. Keep all your sites connected with a range of unified communications and collaboration services like BT One Cloud Cisco.

Of course, you need peace of mind that your business and reputation are secure. You can relax knowing that our award-winning security is at the heart of everything we do.
A simple dashboard for your complex network

Keep an eye on your network activity, and control it, through a personalised dashboard. Drill down to see how your network and apps are being used; even view performance and security threats by user, site or region.

Your network at a glance:
- View all your sites with Google maps
- Get a simple, interactive digital experience
- Access your data whenever you go online

Dig into the detail: Understand your network by user, site or region.
- See network usage and capacity
- View top apps and services being used
- Spot security threats
- Use wi-fi location analytics
- Get automatic client discovery

Meraki SD-WAN – in a nutshell
- Brings together LAN, WLAN, SD-WAN and network security
- Multiple pathways work together to get the best from your bandwidth
- Simple to install and set up
- Easy to control from an online portal
- Designed, set up and looked after for you
- Support for your global network infrastructure and services
- Managed security that guard against changing threats
- Pulling together the best of our cloud-based services and partners
- All done using expertise and experience built from decades of delivering global solutions

As you shape the future, we help you get there.
Visit bt.com/business/sdwan
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